Great event for my first online conference. Fantastic organisation and an
engaging format - Lego
You can feel that there were massive efforts behind the scene from the
organizers to make sure that the event will go smoothly. Good job! - Equiti
It was excellent to see a face-to-face event so successfully converted to a
virtual event. Everything was well organised and ran smoothly and we have
had some great conversations with prospective customers. - Censornet

Client
Feedback

Well run and hosted event with a 100% customer turn out. - Kenson Loop1 /
SolarWinds
I attended the Live event last year for the first time and was really looking
forward to coming back again this year. The event did not disappoint - it
worked well in a virtual environment and it was again very enjoyable. –
Nationwide
Everything was absolutely amazing, organization wise, and the people that I
have chatted too, thanks a lot for this beautiful experience. - Gaucho
A very well run virtual event that made the most of a virtual time, it was
good to meet supplier and make the most of this opportunity. - John Lewis

Promo Video

I found the Summit really interesting and it was very well organised. The
level of merchants we met knew exactly what they were there for, and the
overall quality of the meetings were good. I would definitely recommend
the event to anyone in the payment space. Overall I am very pleased 10/10. – Trust Payments
We really appreciate the organisation of the event and the way you manage
to schedule meetings for everyone - Limonetik
Thanks to you and the rest of the team for the great work with this event! I
know the amount of work behind this event, and thanks for making it such
a success – Checkout.com
I would like to personally thank Isabel and Jennie who guided us through
the process and made registration seamless and Jennie for her support
during the event with immediate response to questions and delegate
arrival issues she made the process very easy and provided outstanding
customer support – Ordo
Great panel of providers. it was very relevant to my current business. great
conversations, it did not feel like a hard-sell event – Clive Christian Perfumes
One of the best virtual events we have attended. The one to one meetings
allow for much greater detailed insight and relationship
building the webinar style events. - VeriCall Ltd
We found the event really positive. So, thank you! Great job guys. Both reps
were impressed with the platform and technical/logistics side of things
too – Our MD said the tech “was very slick” and software scheduler was
brilliant. – Friday Pulse
It was our first online virtual networking event, and we were really
impressed with the platform, meeting management and quality/match
of the attendees. We are hopeful that we will be developing a number of
mutually beneficial relationships as a result. – Amphigean
I have to say we were very impressed with the way the event was delivered
virtually. Sara and I both enjoyed it very much. We have booked 3 more
events with you since. – ProfitAbility

